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So Much Social Media, So Little Time: 





• Libraries, patrons, and social media 
• How to choose social media tools 




Rather than showing people all possible content, 
News Feed is designed to show each person on 
Facebook the content that’s most relevant to them. 
Of the 1,500+ stories a person might see whenever 
they log onto Facebook, News Feed displays 
approximately 300. To choose which stories to show, 
News Feed ranks each possible story (from more to 
less important) by looking at thousands of factors 
relative to each person.






How to choose social 







What to post on social 
media 
Creating social media content
• Channel dependent
Creating social media content
• Channel dependent
• Become part of the community
– Real users are best
– Use the community standards and norms
– Don’t be spammy
Creating social media content
• Channel dependent
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